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Those pigmy berries have just the right balance of sugar and acid, they never seem
to pale And they have the most delicate flavor. In fact within 1/2 hour after that meal
I was picking and eating more of them in the open woods a few yards from camp Then
I picked well over a cup to take back to camp, and I had this with 1 spoon sugar as my
supper Today, the 23rt, I had a good day and an eventful one. I hiked down the divide
between Stemple and trout angled down into bottom, paid up Stemple the plateau.
Along …

Tuesday June 26,1979 Series II #6 (3) I started out before dawn this morning and
at campsite of mine overlooking McClellan Creek It feels very good to be in the wild
country again. I especially value the silence here (It is now so noisy around my cabin.)
The only disenable sounds this morning have been caused by the 9 evil jet planes
that have passed within any hearing WED June 27, I’ve now camped at another old
campsite in the …

… down the gulch my camp is in, experiencing ammunition very indiscriminately I
didn’t see him, but I could mark his progress by the’ bang, bang, bang, bang.” Where
the hell can one get privacy? Maybe in the wilderness across Route 200 but you can’t
hike there directly from …

Through all that brush and down timber Was up at the crack of dawn and hiked the
rest of the way to here—that campsite on Landers Forth that I picked out. The more
I look this place over, the more 1 think it will be sufficiently secluded from hunters up
on the ridge, if I ever camp here at that time of year A wonder spot! High above the
river, with a view of Red Mtn, Pyramid peak and Castle Rock; Nice grove of trees and
a little nill of water. I felt very good.

… of their finding my camp other (wiser) Makes me about ready to join the ban
hunting crowd, just to keep these disgusting twerps out of the woods. Of course, I’d
hunt anyway I suppose they are hunting grouse, since the legal season is probably on
now. Quite possible they found my grouse and just shot chipmunks or something to
vent their frustration. Hear their voices just now.

Sept 12. This morning I did some exploring on N. side of ridge. I had brought some
lunch, and I ate it I cant …
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